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Xitron Announces Support for HP FI-1000 Printhead
---

Adds to stable of inkjet development by going beyond the Digital Front End
Ann Arbor, MI/Brussels, Belgium – September 25, 2019 – Xitron, the leading independent developer
of RIP and workflow products for commercial, digital, and high-speed inkjet printing has opened
LabelExpo 2019 by announcing support for the HP FI-1000 “Bar in a Box” printhead. Exhibiting in stand
9A55, the new DFE user interface is on display for prospective press manufacturers to examine and
“touch.”
“This project represents a great leap forward in DFE design,” said Eric Nelsen, Xitron’s Vice President
of software development. “Not only have we incorporated our proven spot color matching and highspeed throughput capacity in this DFE, we’ve also added a PCA hardware interface card, engine
controls, engine maintenance control, and paper path controls. This means that OEMs using the HP FI1000 in their high-speed digital presses can count on a single engineering source for the software
necessary to get their presses to market quickly.
Because the system is highly modularized, press manufacturers can choose to source all components,
or only those necessary to marry up to their current systems. If they have their own workflow, for
example, they can use the Xitron API to interface with the engine, maintenance, or paper path controls.
“We're very excited to have Xitron as a workflow and RIP development partner for the SPS FI-1000
11.7 inch full color printbar. We have a high degree of confidence in their capabilities and look forward
to them delivering a fully featured product” says Gary Forszt, HP SPS Strategic Account Manager.
Xitron was an early developer of inkjet DFEs, having designed solutions for several OEMs over the past
seven years. The new platform engineered for the FI-1000 features touch screen control with a simple,

intuitive GUI that provides an enhanced and productive user experience while handling back end
operations at the same time.
“We’re in the final testing phase with two OEMs who plan on releasing their new presses in Q4 of this
year,” continued Nelsen. “Having brought the product this far, LabelExpo is an exceptional venue to
introduce it to the rest of the market.”
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About Xitron
Xitron develops advanced workflow systems and interfaces to drive the prepress industry’s most popular new, and legacy
output devices, prolonging our customers’ investments. In addition, Xitron’s pressroom workflow solutions extend the
functionality of press consoles from a number of industry-leading press manufacturers. Xitron’s Navigator RIP, Raster Blaster
TIFF Catcher, and Sierra Workflow solutions are recognized as prepress standards. Built around the Harlequin RIP core
technology from Global Graphics and the Adobe PDF Print Engine from Adobe Systems, Xitron engineers continue to develop
solutions for the graphic arts market, driving hundreds of different models of imagesetters, proofers, platesetters, inkjet
printers, and digital presses. With shipments of more than 30,000 RIPs, Xitron is the largest independent provider in the
market. For more information about Xitron, visit us at www.xitron.com.
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respective owners.
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